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EPIGRIDS Synopsis
‣ Developing methodologies to “grow” synthetic power grid
models, through algorithms mimicking historic grid
expansion decisions. Represent impacts of population
patterns, land use, energy demand intensity, and geography
on growth of power system infrastructure.
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EPIGRIDS’ Families of Models
Project is constructing six families of models.
Two constructed via expansion of existing test systems:

‣ New England footprint system, constructed as expansion of
existing NE-39 test system (which dates from 1970 EEI
project that approximately represented 345 kV transmission
across NE). We’re adding 138kV, some detail down to 69kV.
‣ Western US test system, constructed as expansion of
existing WSCC-179 bus system (which was constructed in
EPRI project UW-Madison shared, representing 500 kV and
some 230 kV in what was then the WSCC, circa 1985).
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Deliverables: Families of Models
Four built “ground up” based on population & geography:

‣ State of Wisconsin footprint.
‣ Expansion of above over footprint of Illinois, Iowa,
Minnesota, Wisconsin.
‣ East of the continental divide, constructed as merger &
expansion of NE & IL-IA-MN-WI systems.
‣ West of the continental divide, with WECC-179 bus test
system facilities as seeds (here is where we probably face
our greatest challenge in balancing CEII concerns).
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Methodology Overview: Geographic Information
Science Data Informing Model Sizes
‣ For load-serving substations, size of service area roughly set
by demand per unit area, i.e., MW/km2.

‣ Two key factors in MW/km2: population, and intensity of
energy consumption, based on land use for that area.

‣ Population within service territory of a load-serving
substation can vary widely, but reasonable average range is
~1000-10,000 persons (obviously depends on voltage levels
included in models, and other land use/population factors).
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Methodology Overview: Geographic Information
Science Data Informing Model Sizes
KEY PROJECT DECISION: EPIGRIDS will use US Census
Tracts as its basic geographic unit

‣ Exact population within individual US census tract also
varies, but average ~4000. Scale appropriate to substations.

‣ Use of census tracts offers window into rich data sets that
inform land use and intensity of electric demand.

‣ For example, in many regions of US, North American
Industry Classification System (NAICS) codes available for
commercial/industrial sites in each census tract.
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Methodology Overview: Geographic Information
Science Data Informing Model Sizes
‣ Consequence: for the four test systems to be built up from
geographic information, we will target system size (# of
substations/buses) for given geographic footprint to be:
# of buses = (0.5 to 2.0)X(# census tracts)

‣ Nuance: we will target select substations for representation
at greater detail of node-breaker representation, so
(# of electrical nodes) can be > (# of substations)
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Census Tract Counts by State:
Eastern US

51,675 Total
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Census Tract Counts by State:
Western US & Texas

20,593 Total
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Targets for EPIGRIDS Test Systems:
Geographically Based
‣ Wisconsin Footprint: target ~1000 buses.
‣ IA-IL-MN-WI Footprint: target ~8000 buses.
‣ Eastern US Footprint: target ~70,000 buses.
‣ Western US & Texas Footprint: target ~20,000 buses.
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Transmission and Link Placement for
EPIGRIDS Systems
‣ Transmission lines, transformers, & DC links decided by
automated transmission expansion algorithms. Need
informed by load growth scenarios; path informed by
geographic land use data and line costs.

‣ Classic LP-based algorithm for transmission expansion is
Carver’s 1970 IEEE PES paper “Transmission Network
Estimation Using Linear Programming.”

‣ Project will supplement these by more modern graphLaplacian-based algorithms developed in UW-Madison
PhD, “Intrinsic Measures of Power System Network
Performance for Transmission Expansion Planning.”
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Data Formats and Power Flow Formulation
‣ Lingua franca for our project, to facilitate industry adoption
and easy exchange with other power-system-centric
groups, will be the PSSE RAW file format.

‣ However, added goal of GRID DATA is to allow
accessibility of OPF and related problems to broader
optimization community, for whom PSSE may be nonideal.

‣ Hence, all our models are also formulated with “explicit

equations,” as GDX files in the GAMS optimization
environment. We already have translators for AC OPF
between GAMS-PSSE-MATPOWER. Enhancing these for
advanced component types (e.g., FACTS) in coming year.
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Data Formats and Power Flow Formulation
‣ We use basic components and variable choices more
general than classic Ybus (but from which Ybus is easily
extracted), in part to ease of representation of nodebreaker detail.

‣ From circuit analysis standpoint, we make two key
choices:
– Basic component type is a multi-port element
(concrete example: we use “ABCD” transmission
matrix for a line, DON’T treat as three individual twoterminal circuit elements of R, X and B).
– Network equations assembled in sparse-tableau
formulation: keep all node voltages, and all multi-port
element voltages and currents, as explicit variables.
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Data Formats and Power Flow Formulation
‣ Our critique: Ybus is based on nodal analysis, eliminates
intermediate variables to keep only node voltages.
THIS IS FUNDAMENTALLY A BAD IDEA:
- Variable elimination is long outdated in age when we
have mature sparse algebra tools;

- Example Ybus shortcoming: it changes the network
topology when a circuit breaker opens or closes.
From a circuit analysis standpoint, this is simply
wrong: it is the circuit element (breaker) changing
its voltage-to-current behavior, not the topology!
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What Have We Learned So Far, What Can We
Share with Other Projects?
‣ Key opportunity for collaboration between model projects
will be sharing realism metrics, and cross applying those
to each others’ models.

‣ We’ll employ a number of geographically based realism
metrics; these may or may not cross over easily to other
projects (e.g., km of conductor at various voltage levels,
relative to area of geographic footprint, versus population
density, land use, MW/km2 statistics, etc.).

‣ However, can describe here a simple realism metric that
appears promising, easily shared among projects,
relating to distribution of Power Flow Jacobian singular
values.
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New Realism Metric
‣ EPIGRIDS proposal asserted that eigen-structure of
power flow, OPF, and (where applicable) linearized
dynamic models would contribute realism metrics.

‣ Synergistic progress has emerged from a recently
completed PSERC project, S-59 “Sparse Sensing
Methods for Model-Free Sensitivity Estimation and
Topology Change Detection using Synchro-Phasor
Measurements,” work by UW-PhD Ms. Sowmya Acharya.

‣ Work in S-59 examined role of PF Inverse Jacobian (and
its SVD) in characterizing correlations in PMU data.
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Power Flow Inverse Jacobian
and the Role of its Singular Values
‣ View physical power system as analog computer, a power
flow solver: its inputs are load/generation injections, its
outputs are voltage phase angles/magnitudes.

‣ To local (linear) approximation, this map is realized by the
PF Jacobian inverse.

‣ The gains of this map, and the principal axes along which
these gains act, are determined by the SVD of the PF
Jacobian inverse (recall: we don’t really have to compute
the inverse – same info in SVD of PF Jacobian itself).
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Power Flow Inverse Jacobian
and its SVD: Geometric View
• Geometric view of Jacobian Inverse SVD – load
variation in input maps to ellipse in output. SVD
determines ellipse axes, and “gain” along each axis.
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New Realism Metric: Distribution of Power Flow
Inverse Jacobian Singular Values
‣ Empirical observations in PSERC S-59 suggested a
realism metric for EPIGRIDS models and scenarios.

‣ Log-scaled distribution of singular values of power flow
Jacobians for “well-validated” test systems show good fit
to Gaussian functions
(truth in advertising: so far, “well validated” = Pegase and
RTE systems in MATPOWER distribution; permissions
and tests in CEII-protected real-world data pending).
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New Realism Metric: Distribution of Power Flow
Inverse Jacobian Singular Values
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New Realism Metric: Distribution of Power Flow
Inverse Jacobian Singular Values
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Closing Points
‣ EPIGRIDS focuses on leveraging advances in Geographic
Information Sciences, and its many rich data sets, to
(approximately) replicate historic decision processes in
the building of power grid infrastructure.

‣ Added novelty (and we hope value) in our choice of
underlying circuit representation of network via Sparse
Tableau Analysis – it is facilitating easy incorporation of
node-breaker detail at select locations, and flexible
modeling of more advanced components
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Closing Points
‣ Some of EPIGRIDS realism metrics will be tied to its
geographic/population focus. But we have at least one
new realism metric we feel is promising, and for which
we’d welcome collaborative testing by other projects.

‣ While not highlighted today, our EPIGRIDS partners at
Argonne and GAMS Development Corp. are advancing
tools to characterize OPF feasible sets, and numeric
conditioning of different solvers applied to OPF.
These are our tools for generating and characterizing
difficulty of challenging problem instances. Stay tuned…
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